The study aims at investigating the influence of Google Forms on English majored students’ listening skill at the School of Foreign Languages, Thai Nguyen University. There was a controlled group in which the students were given printed homework and an experimental group in which the participants were sent listening homework designed on Google Forms. Hence, the students in the controlled group could not get instantaneous feedback from their teachers while the students in the experimental group could check their answers and tapescript after their submission. The research employed tests and a questionnaire for the data collection. The study shows that the students in the experimental group got more success in listening tests than the students in the controlled group. Additionally, the students found doing homework on Google Forms motivating. Hence, they looked forward to listening assignments in other listening courses. The study can bring teachers who are in charge of listening lessons some ideas for listening homework management.
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1. Introduction

Many human beings’ activities have been remarkably changed since the beginning of the 21st century and after the industry 4.0 era was declared. Hamiti & Blerim Reka [1] indicate that education, industry, social philosophy, psychology, culture, political philosophy, and human behaviors follow this disruption era. In education particularly, teachers and educators are facing up with the challenges brought by the changes. They are finding ways to improve students’ autonomy as well as the efficiency of the teaching and learning process. On the case, technology, which is believed to be able to enrich the learning environment by transferring teaching instruments toward student-centered, has been commonly used in education [2]. Teachers are quite familiar with computers, softwares, platforms, online materials and some kinds of modern teaching approaches namely distance learning, flipped learning and blended learning, which can support the teaching - learning process.

In School of Foreign Languages, Thai Nguyen University, blended learning has been implemented frequently by most teachers. Blended learning is defined as the combination of different instructional methods; the combination of different modalities or delivery media; the combination of face-to-face instruction with computer-mediated instruction [3], [4]. In the school, blended learning means the combination between face-to-face instructions and computer-mediated instructions. The teachers deliver their lectures in classrooms; and then they send the students weekly assignments on Google Classroom as their homework.

Due to the break-out of COVID 19 in Vietnam at the beginning of 2020, students at the school had new experience of distance learning in which they joined online lessons with their teachers on zoom.com or googlemeet.com. Additionally, they were sent lots of homework assignments on Google Classroom. Google Classroom was selected as a channel to send students homework because it is far better in the areas of communication, interaction, perceived usefulness, ease of use, and overall students’ satisfaction [5]. Moreover, Google Classroom plays a great role in making learning more easily as it is extremely useful in understandability, attractiveness, and operability [6]. The researchers were in charge of listening lessons for English majored students. Hence, the researchers had to find ways to apply the free platform in effectively controlling students’ listening homework. After some insight searches, Google Forms, which are available in Google Classroom, were selected by teachers of listening skill.

Google Forms provide teachers a number of benefits for training courses since the application is free. Besides, Chaiyo & Nokham [7] state that Google forms help to facilitate online survey, questionnaire, and quiz design with a user-friendly interface process. Their list includes six advantages of Google Forms: (1) It is easy to add questions, choose question types, size comparisons, and brief instructions or test analysis notes. (2) Survey results are automatically saved in Google sheets centralized in Google Drive. (3) There is no limitation of the total number in using survey forms or the number of students who can participate in this survey. (4) Google Forms can provide the administrators with information through emails whenever a response is sent. (5) Google Forms give users choices about the types of questions to be made, for example multiple-choice questions, essays, or short answers. (6) Google Forms can save pre-filled forms and insert images, and add surveys on web pages. Thanks to the advantages of Google Forms, the researchers find the application beneficial to listening homework designing and managing.

Regarding listening in classroom, listening is defined by many scholars. Listening comprehension means that a person can understand everything that he/she has heard [8], [9]. Additionally, listening comprehension is; theoretically, an active process where individuals must concentrate on specific aspects of aural input, form the meaning of parts of the text, and listeners must be able to relate what they hear to existing knowledge [10], [11]. To sum up, listening comprehension is the process of one individual perceiving another via sense, (specifically aural) organs, assigning a meaning to the message and comprehending it [12]. In School of Foreign
Languages, students have listening exercises in the course book and are sent extra listening exercises on Google Classroom; however, there were no tapescript and answer keys attached. This way of giving assignments can save time to teachers, but students can not access feedback toward their listening performance. This study aims at answering the two questions: (1) What benefits do students get from listening assignments on Google Forms? And (2) What is students’ attitude toward listening homework designed on Google Forms?

2. Methodology

This study focuses on the influence of listening homework designed on Google Forms toward students’ listening skill. The population of the research were 180 second-year English – majored students at School of Foreign Languages, Thai Nguyen University. Among them, there were 11 males and 169 females. The students were divided randomly into 6 classes by the School’s Training Department.

Regarding the listening materials for 2nd year students; because the target level of the students was B1, the series of Books entitled Primary English Test for School by Cambridge University was applied in the study as the extra materials. Moreover, the books were suggested in the course outline of the subject. Each listening assignment includes four parts: In Part 1, there were seven question items, each of which contains a question and three pictures; students listened to a short conversation and choose the picture to answer each question. In Part 2, students listened to a three or four minute conversation and answer six multiple choice questions. In Part 3, students listened to a short presentation or a short speech and filled in six blanks in a summary of the talk. In Part 4, students listened to a conversation and decided six statements True or False. In the course, there were 15 lessons, which were arranged in 15 weeks. In other words, there were 15 listening documents sent to the students.

In the study, the participants were divided into two groups. 90 of them were in the controlled group in which they were sent listening homework on Google Classroom. The researchers sent them with audio files and PDF or doc files which concluded question items. The students were asked to print the materials, to do the homework and to bring them to the classroom. The teachers might show them the keys and share why they got incorrect answers by playing the audio and explain the keys if they had time. If there was a limitation of the time, the teachers read the keys only. The rest of students were classified in the experimental group in which they were sent the listening homework on Google Forms, which were created in folders in Google Classroom. The forms allowed the students to check their answers after their submission. Moreover, the tapescripts of the audios, which were cut as pictures, also were inserted in the forms after each listening section. Obviously, students’ names, answers, time and dates were shown clearly so that lectures could manage them with no challenges. Additionally, among the 90 students, there were 10 students who did not have a desktop, a laptop or a smart phone. Hence, the researchers asked them to visit the Learning Resources and Information Technology Center, Thai Nguyen University for the free desktop and internet connection.

To collect data for the study, tests and a questionnaire were applied. The students were asked to take five tests: a diagnostic test in the first week to find out the students’ levels and the differences in the students’ levels between the controlled group and the experimental one. Moreover, two mini tests in the 3rd and 10th week as well as two progress tests in the 7th and 14th week were taken by the participants. The test questions were taken from Books of Primary English Test for School by Cambridge University so that all the test qualities including reliability, validity, practicality and authenticity were met. All the students’ results were carefully kept and analyzed. There were 25 questions in each test and the participants got 0.4 point for a correct answer. In other words, participants got 10 points if they got all 25 correct answers.

At the end of the course, a questionnaire was delivered to the 90 participants in the experimental group in order to investigate their feedback on the listening homework which was
designed on Google Forms. The questionnaire was adapted from Adit Gupta and Pooja Pathania [13]. There were two parts in the questionnaire: The first part included some questions to get personal information from the participants. The second part had eight questions which helped the researchers collect participants’ attitude toward the ease of listening homework designed on Google Forms.

3. Findings and discussion

As being mentioned in the previous part, the controlled group were sent printed documents while the experimental group were sent listening homework on Google Forms. After the study, there was a change in the test results gained by the two groups. The results of the five tests will be shown in the table 1.

Table 1. Participants’ average scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average scores</th>
<th>Average scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controlled group</td>
<td>Experimental group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic test (1st week)</td>
<td>5.61</td>
<td>5.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini test 1 (3rd week)</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress test 1 (7th week)</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>6.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini test 2 (10th week)</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>6.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progress test 2 (14th week)</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>6.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table 1, it is easy to find out two main points. Firstly, there was no significant difference in the listening results before the experiment. In the diagnostic test, the average score of the controlled group was 5.61 while the average score gained by the students in the experimental group was 5.54. The gap was only 0.09 point. Secondly, results for listening tests of the participants in the two groups were gradually improved after the tests. The average scores gained by the students in the controlled group were increased by 0.62 from 5.61 for the diagnostic test to 6.23 for the progress test 2. In contrast, the students in the experimental group got more achievement than their fellows in the controlled group because their average scores in the progress test 2 were 1.11 point higher than their results in the very first test. Additionally, their average score at the progress test 2 was 0.42 higher than the average scores got by the students in the controlled group.

The change can be explained that thanks to the keys that was provided after each part of the test on Google Forms, the students could check their answers right after they submitted the test. It was the keys that helped the students more motivated in learning. Moreover, thanks to the tapescript after each part of the assignments, the students could check why they did not get the correct answer so that they could draw some valuable lessons for other listening exercises in this revision step. Meanwhile, the students in the controlled group only sent the keys due to the time limitation. Therefore, many students might not know why they got wrong answers, or even when they got correct answers, they were not so sure why they got points in the questions because they failed accessing the tapescript. As a result, even though they finished all of the homework, they got no strategies to improve their ability of listening comprehension. It means that students could not get the benefits of feedback for their listening homework.

In order to investigate how much students appreciate the impacts of homework on Google Forms toward their listening skill, a questionnaire was sent to them on Google Forms. The result will be shown in the table 2.

Table 2 shows 88.9% of the participants agreed that they could learn faster, more easily followed the assignments and more frequently remembered to do the homework on Google Forms. It is explained that the students could access to the homework whenever they connected with the Internet; they did not need to carry thick and heavy printed materials; they did not worry about loosing their printed homework because the Google Forms did it for them. Moreover,
thanks to the Google Classroom, all the links for the homework were arranged in separate folders, it took them less time to find the assignments on Google Classroom than in the portfolio of the printed materials. Furthermore, Google Classroom usually reminded them before the deadline; hence, the students had no difficulty in remembering their homework.

Table 2. Participants’ evaluation about impacts of listening homework on Google Forms toward their listening skill

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Doubtful</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I was able to learn faster through the homework on Google Forms.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I could follow the assignments on Google Forms easily than the printed document.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I forgot the homework less frequently than I did with the printed homework.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I felt relaxed when I did my homework on Google Forms from my mobile devices.</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I could save more money with the homework on Google Forms than the printed materials.</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>88.9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I was able to check my answers easily through Google Forms.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I could quickly get explanation for the answers.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I look forward to listening assignments on Google Forms next terms.</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the financial aspect, the same number of the participants responded that they could save money for the homework, because they did not have to spend money on printing the materials every week. However, there were about 11.1% of the students did not get the same experience that the homework on Google Forms brought to their fellows. When the researchers looked back their background, they noticed that all of these students announced that they did not have any media devices for the online assignments.

When students were asked about the ease to access Google Forms for their assignments, 100% of the participants admitted that they could check their results as well as the tapescript quicker than with the printed materials. Additionally, all of them showed that they appreciated the listening homework on Google Forms and they were eager for listening homework designed on Google Forms in other listening courses at the School.

4. Conclusion

To sum up, the listening homework on Google Forms could help the students gain more success in the listening tests than the printed homework. Besides, the assignments on Google Forms brought students with a lot of benefits, for example the ease to access the homework, which was proved by Adit Gupta and Pooja Pathania; and David [13], [14]. The finding of the study also shows that the access to keys as well as explanation was quicker on Google Forms than from the teachers. It was this benefit that helped students more motivated and their learning was more enjoyable. Finally, they got more success in listening skill and listening tests.

Although the researchers got students’ results in the tests in the course for the data collections, they could not access the students’ results in the ending course test from the School’s training department because of the privacy policies. Hence, the researchers could not make the complete comparison in the differences in the two groups’ results. Future researchers can take some consideration on the issues for a better study if they share the same interests with the current researchers.
With regard to some other considerations which should be taken by teachers who take responsibility for listening skill, it takes much more time to design questions on Google Forms than printed questions. Each assignment takes the researchers twenty times longer to design an assignment on Google Forms than in PDF files. However, it is worth designing the assignments because they can be reduplicated for many courses and the homework can motivate students. Additionally, students who do not have any media devices may find this approach inconvenient as well as they may oppose the homework on Google Forms. Therefore, teachers are advised to persuade them to take advantages of their schools’ computer rooms or their schools’ libraries as they are living in the technology era and blended learning is inescapable.
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